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Abstract: We examine the collider and dark matter phenomenology of the Standard
Model extended by a hypercharge-zero SU(2) triplet scalar and gauge singlet scalar. In
particular, we study the scenario where the singlet and triplet are both charged under a
single Z2 symmetry. We find that such an extension is capable of generating the observed
dark matter density, while also modifying the collider phenomenology such that the lower
bound on the mass of the triplet is smaller than in minimal triplet scalar extensions to the
Standard Model. A high triplet mass is in tension with the parameter space that leads
to novel electroweak phase transitions in the early universe. Therefore, the lower triplet
masses that are permitted in this extended model are of particular importance for the
prospects of successful electroweak baryogenesis and the generation of gravitational waves
from early universe phase transitions.
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Introduction

The prospect of a strongly first order electroweak phase transition (EWPT) is of great
interest due to its potential to generate the observed baryon asymmetry via electroweak
baryogenesis (EWBG), and the prospect of such a transition resulting in a detectable gravitational wave background. For reviews on EWBG, phase transition induced gravitational
waves, and the EWPT in general, see refs. [1, 2], [3, 4], and [4, 5], respectively. However,
non-perturbative lattice studies show that instead of featuring a first order transition, the
Standard Model (SM) EWPT proceeds via a crossover transition [6–11]. Therefore, the SM
can neither generate the observed baryon asymmetry, nor produce detectable gravitational
waves during the EWPT.
However, if there is new physics that couples to the SM Higgs boson, the phase transition may instead be first order. This is often achieved by introducing gauge singlet
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scalars [12–55]. Scalar singlet extensions are capable of generating the desired phase transition and have the benefit of being weakly constrained at colliders due to their small
production cross sections.
Another class of models that can feature a strongly first order transition are those
that introduce additional scalar SU(2) multiplets. This class of model generally features
more complex phenomenology and faces more severe collider constraints. For example
the extensively studied two-Higgs-doublet model [56–70], which is typically inspired by
supersymmetry [71–80], and SU(2) triplet scalar extension models [81–89] fall into this
category. The addition of a triplet scalar is the simplest scalar SU(2) multiplet extension in
the sense that it has the fewest additional physical particles, and the fewest new parameters
present without imposing additional symmetries.
SU(2) triplet scalars have been studied extensively in the context of dark matter (DM)
models [86, 88, 90–97], their contribution to the EWPT [83, 85, 89, 98], and their collider
phenomenology [81, 87, 88, 99–101]. Unlike singlet scalars, they will always be produced at
colliders via charged and neutral current Drell-Yan processes, independent of their coupling
or mixing with the SM Higgs. Reference [88] examines the present and future bounds that
apply if the neutral component of the triplet is stable. They find that recent disappearing
charged track searches using 36 fb−1 of data require the triplets to have masses larger
than about 287 GeV. If the neutral triplet were unstable, then the lower bound on the
mass decreases to around 230 GeV [87]. Assuming no detection of new physics, this lower
bound will increase with the inclusion of more up-to-date analyses utilising more data.
Eventually this lower bound will be in tension with the parameter space required for a
novel EWPT. Furthermore, while the SU(2) triplet scalar may be stable and contribute
to the DM density, in the parameter space relevant to a novel EWPT the triplet will only
ever contribute a small fraction of the observed DM density.
However, these collider and DM constraints are obviously only applicable in pure
triplet scalar extensions. The triplet may simply be one of several additional particles
in more complex models. For example, consider real triplet scalars in the Georgi-Machacek
model [102–105], extended supersymmetric models [106], or those arising from the breaking
of some GUT symmetry, e.g., from the 210 of SO(10) [107]. Assuming that at least some
of this additional particle content is light, the triplet’s collider and DM phenomenology
may differ significantly from the minimal model.
In this paper, we investigate how the introduction of a gauge singlet scalar modifies
the collider and DM phenomenology of the SU(2) triplet scalar extended SM. We focus
on a subset of models with this particle content where both of the new scalars are charged
under a single Z2 symmetry and neither scalar gains a vacuum expectation value (VEV) at
zero temperature. We find that such an extension is capable of relaxing the lower bound
on the mass of the SU(2) triplet, as is desirable for a novel EWPT, while also enabling the
production of the correct DM relic density.
The combination of hypercharge-zero SU(2) triplet and gauge singlet scalar extensions
has been considered previously in refs. [93, 95, 106, 108, 109]. Reference [106] examines
the phenomenology of a singlet and triplet extended supersymmetric model, where both
of the new scalars can gain VEVs at zero temperature. The phenomenology of the model

2

Model

We extend the Standard Model by adding both a real scalar singlet S, and a real scalar
field Σ transforming as (1, 3, 0) under the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y SM gauge group. We
refer to this model as the ΣxSM . We consider the most general renormalisable scalar
potential,
1 2
1
µ Tr(Σ2 ) − µ2S S 2
2 Σ
2
1
1
λH (H † H)2 + λΣ Tr(Σ2 )2 + λS S 4
4
4
1
1
1
†
†
√ aHΣ H ΣH + aHS H HS + aΣS Tr(Σ2 )S + aS S 3
2
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1
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VΣxSM = − µ2H H † H −
+
+
+
+

(2.1)

where H is the SM Higgs doublet, and we use the notation


Σ=

√1 Σ0
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considered in ref. [106] differs significantly from the model considered here as we are not
imposing supersymmetry, have only a single Higgs doublet, and none of our scalars gain
a zero temperature VEV. Reference [108] considers a singlet-triplet extended two Higgs
doublet model in the context of EWBG, but examines neither the DM constraint nor collider constraints due to the production of the new scalars. Once again, the second Higgs
doublet prevents a direct analogy. However, some of the collider physics we consider in
this work may also be applicable, particularly if the additional Higgs doublet components
do not significantly modify the production and decay mechanisms of the singlet and triplet
scalars. References [93, 109] examine a model with the same particle content that we consider here. However, they consider a subset of the parameter space where an additional
Z2 symmetry results in both the singlet and neutral component of the SU(2) triplet being
stable and, therefore, contributing to the DM density. As a result, their study of this
two-component DM model focuses on a complementary region of parameter-space that
features very different collider and DM phenomenology. Reference [95] considers the same
model that we examine here, with a focus on the dark matter phenomenology. We extend
this previous work with a more detailed discussion of the collider phenomenology, updated
direct detection constraints, and the inclusion of indirect detection and electroweak precision constraints.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we define our model,
motivate the study of a specific Z2 symmetric sub-model, and outline our scalar coupling constraints and parameterisation. We then examine the dark matter and collider
phenomenology of our model in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, we conclude in
section 5.

N

N

N

N

H
Σ0

S
Σ0

Σ0
(b)

Figure 1. DM-nucleus scattering diagrams for the type-I ΣxSM, including; (a) the SM Higgs
mediated scattering present in the ΣSM, and (b) a singlet scalar mediated scattering, which is
dependent the singlet mixing with the SM Higgs. The nucleus is represented by N , the dark
matter by Σ0 .

This Lagrangian has many parameters and can result in widely different phenomenology depending on what values the couplings take and whether any are disallowed by additional symmetries. By introducing a Z2 symmetry under which just S and Σ transform,
this model can be categorised into four types based on the Z2 charge assignments. The
following sections will provide an overview of the expected phenomenology of each type
of model. The remainder of the paper will focus on the fourth type that we consider,
which is outlined last in section 2.4, as it has the most phenomenological promise from the
perspective of achieving EWBG.
2.1

Type-I, Z2 : S → S, Σ → −Σ

In this scenario, only the triplet is charged under a Z2 symmetry. This results in a stable
triplet, such that Σ0 contributes to the DM density. The singlet will, in general, mix with
the SM Higgs through the aHS and λHS couplings.
In the absence of the singlet, this scenario corresponds to the pure Σ extended SM
(ΣSM) with a stable triplet. As is discussed in refs. [87, 88], the parameter space for a
light stable triplet is strongly constrained by dark matter direct detection experiments.
However, the introduction of the singlet provides an additional annihilation channel for
the triplets in the early universe, thus reducing their relic density. Furthermore, the singlet
can reduce the direct detection scattering cross section. In the ΣSM the DM-nucleus
scattering is dominated by a Higgs-exchange diagram, shown in figure 1a, which is now
complemented by a singlet-exchange diagram, shown in figure 1b. There may be regions
of the parameter space where these two scattering diagrams partially cancel, thus reducing
the direct detection scattering rate. The combination of these two factors may open up
some of the previously excluded parameter space of triplet couplings.
The constraints on the singlet scalar couplings will be similar to those appearing in the
real singlet scalar extended standard model, which has already been studied extensively in
the context of electroweak phase transitions [12–55]. The constraints may differ slightly
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(a)

Σ0

due to the possibility of S → ΣΣ decays and new collider production diagrams involving
the triplets. Nonetheless, we expect the singlet to be relatively unconstrained, provided we
enforce mS & mH /2 to avoid the decay H → SS.
However, as discussed in refs. [81, 87, 88], there is also a disappearing charged track
constraint which currently requires mΣ & 287 GeV. This constraint is not affected by the
singlet scalar, and thus will exclude most of the parameter space of interest to us. Therefore
we will not examine the Type-I ΣxSM further in this paper.
2.2

Type-II, Z2 : S → −S, Σ → Σ

2.3

Type-III, Z2 : S → S, Σ → Σ

In this scenario, there is no Z2 symmetry and all couplings are allowed, leading to a very
large number of free parameters. In general, these couplings will lead to mixing between
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In this ΣxSM variant, only the singlet is charged under a Z2 symmetry. Thus the singlet
will be stable and contribute to the DM density, while the triplet will mix with the SM Higgs
due to the aHΣ coupling, though this mixing must be small due to ρ-parameter constraints.
Minimal singlet scalar DM models are strongly constrained by competing requirements
on the singlet’s couplings with the SM Higgs. On one hand, this coupling has to be small
as the DM direct detection scattering is mediated by the SM Higgs. On the other, the
coupling has to be large enough to allow the singlet to annihilate in the early universe, in
order to avoid an over-density of dark matter. There is an allowed region of the singlet
scalar parameter space near mS ∼ mH /2, due to a resonance of the DM annihilation rate,
but otherwise, most of the parameter space is excluded (see refs. [110, 111] and references
therein). These constraints may be relaxed significantly by the presence of the triplet, as
it both opens up a new annihilation channel that is not directly tied to the direct detection
scattering rate (SS → ΣΣ → SM), and the triplet may act to reduce the direct detection
scattering rate in a manner analogous to the type-I scenario.
The collider phenomenology of the triplet will be similar to the ΣSM phenomenology
that has already been discussed extensively in refs. [81, 87, 99–101]. The main effect of
the singlet is the introduction of the Σ0 → SS decay channel. Assuming this decay is
kinematically allowed, this will lead to events with large missing energy, which some SUSY
chargino-neutralino searches are sensitive to. However, this branching ratio can be made
arbitrarily small by tuning the scalar couplings or by having more massive singlets. For
intermediate values of the branching ratio the effect of the new missing energy signal region
will be to siphon events away from other signal regions.
A preliminary examination of collider constraints for this ΣxSM type was carried out
using the same methodology used in ref. [87]. We found that the decrease in events in
some signal regions was compensated for by the gain of events in signal regions with large
missing energy, leading to no significant reduction in the lower bound on the triplet mass.
Therefore, while this type of model may be able to satisfy DM constraints, most of the
parameter space of interest to us is still excluded. Therefore we will not examine this type
of ΣxSM model any further.

all of the scalars. The scalar mixing will result in all the new scalars being unstable, such
that there is no DM candidate.
While the singlet-triplet mixing may be very large, the mixing with the SM Higgs is
constrained by the ρ-parameter and Higgs coupling measurements. Therefore, the dominant production mechanism at colliders will likely still be pair production via charged and
neutral current Drell-Yan processes, as in the ΣSM. However in addition to decaying into
fermion or weak gauge boson pairs, the new scalars may also decay into one another. For
example, assuming mS 0 is less than mΣ± 0 and mΣ0 0 , we have two additional decays,

0

• Σ± → W ±

(∗) 0
S ,

where we have used primed indices to denote mass eigenstates whose primary component is
the corresponding unprimed particle. Each of the scalars produced in such a decay would
subsequently decay into fermion or weak gauge boson pairs. The most constraining current
analyses for the ΣSM come about from multilepton searches [87]. These longer scalar decay
chains increase the likelihood of pair production events leading to a multilepton final state,
which results in more severe constraints. This may be partly offset by the lower energies
of the final state particles in these longer decay chains, leading to lower efficiency cuts in
the relevant analyses.
Without a more in-depth analysis of the collider phenomenology, it is not clear whether
or not this ΣxSM model type can reduce the lower bound on the triplet mass. Consequently, the parameter space available for novel electroweak phase transitions may still be
severely restricted. Additionally, the type-III model has no dark matter candidate. For
these reasons, together with the complication of a large number of phenomenologically
relevant parameters, we defer examination of this model to future work, and will instead
focus on the fourth and final type.
2.4

Type-IV, Z2 : S → −S, Σ → −Σ

In this model type both the singlet and triplet are charged under a Z2 symmetry. Thus
one or both particles will be stable and contribute to the dark matter relic density. This
scenario can be further broken up into two sub-categories depending on whether the new
scalars are charged under the same or two different Z2 symmetries.
If λHΣS = 0, which effectively corresponds to there being two separate Z2 symmetries,
then the neutral component of both the triplet and the singlet are stable and both will
contribute to the DM relic density. It is likely that this scenario will face the same severe
constraints that are encountered in minimal triplet DM model with µ2Σ > 0. In principle the
couplings with the new singlets may reduce the triplet DM density somewhat via ΣΣ → SS
annihilation, and this scenario may be worth examining. However, the constraints from
disappearing charged tracks, as discussed in section 2.1, will still apply. Thus, a low-mass
triplet would still be excluded in this scenario. Note that this sub-type with λHΣS = 0
is the same model as the two-component DM model considered in ref. [109]. However,
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0

• Σ0 → S 0(∗) S 0 ,

2.4.1

Mass matrix and mixing angles

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the λHΣS term will lead to a mass term that will
cause mixing between the singlet scalar and neutral component of the triplet,
VΣxSM

2 λ
2 λ
1  0  −µ2Σ + 12 vH
− 14 vH
HΣ
HΣS
⊃
Σ S
1 2
1 2
2
2
− 4 vH λHΣS −µS + 2 vH λHS

1  0 0 0  m2Σ0 0 0
=
Σ S
2
0 m2S 0

!

Σ0
S0

0

!

!

Σ0
,
S

(2.3a)

!

(2.3b)

,

where we have introduced the mass basis,
Σ0
S0

0

!

=

cos θS sin θS
− sin θS cos θS

!

!

Σ0
.
S

(2.4)

We choose to define the scalar mixing angle θS such that sin2 θS ≤ 0.5, in order to ensure
0
that the mass eigenstate labelled Σ0 always consists primarily of Σ0 . As will be discussed
in subsequent sections, the collider and DM phenomenology is very sensitive to the neutral
scalar mass difference. As it appears frequently in the discussion, we introduce the notation
∆m = mΣ0 0 − mS 0 .

(2.5)

The tree-level mass of the Σ+ is simply given by the first diagonal element of the neutral
scalar mixing matrix in eq. (2.3a). In the absence of mixing, λHΣS = 0, the masses of
the charged and neutral components of the triplet would be degenerate. However, once
the SM Higgs breaks the SU(2) symmetry and gives masses to the W and Z bosons,
electroweak radiative corrections to the triplet mass lead to a small mass splitting of about
166 MeV [90]. For this initial study we neglect the effect that the singlet has on the
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they allow for µ2Σ < 0, and thus allow the triplet component of the DM to avoid direct
detection constraints.
If instead both scalars are charged under the same Z2 symmetry, which allows
λHΣS 6= 0, then after electroweak symmetry breaking the λHΣS term will induce mixing
between the singlet and neutral component of the triplet. Therefore, if the singlet-like mass
eigenstate is lighter than the triplet-like one, then the DM will only consist of singlet-like
particles, allowing us to avoid the severe triplet DM direct detection constraints that are
present when µ2Σ < 0.
The triplets can still be produced at colliders as in the ΣSM, via charged and neutral
current Drell-Yan processes. However, unlike the ΣSM, the λHΣS mixing term allows the
triplets to decay rapidly into the neutral DM candidate and SM particles. This leads to
events with large missing energy and removes the disappearing charged track constraint.
This model has the prospect of both alleviating collider constraints on triplet scalars,
thus increasing the parameter space available for novel electroweak phase transitions, and
presenting a viable dark matter candidate. Therefore, it is this version of the ΣxSM that
we will study for the remainder of this paper.

Scalar Masses for
µ2Σ = −1002 GeV2 and λHΣS = 0.004
mΣ 0 0
mS 0
mΣ ±

m (GeV)

101.0
100.5
100.0
99.5

99.0

99.5
p

100.0

−µ2S

100.5

101.0

(GeV)

Figure 2. Masses of the new scalars as a function of µ2S . The solid black, dashed blue, and dotted
0
green lines give the masses of the Σ± , Σ0 , and S 0 particles, respectively. All other scalar couplings
0
were set to zero. The identification of Σ0 as the mass eigenstate that consists primarily of Σ0 leads
to a discontinuity in the labelling of the mass eigenstates when µ2S = −1002 GeV2 .

radiative mass correction, which may be significant for large mixing angles, and instead
approximate this splitting by setting.
1 2
−µ2Σ + vH
λHΣ + 166 MeV .
(2.6)
2
In minimal triplet models, this radiative mass splitting always leads to the charged component of the triplet being more massive than the neutral one. This is not the case in our
0
model as the SU(2) symmetry breaking neutral scalar mixing can raise the mass of the Σ0 .
Figure 2 illustrates this by showing how the masses of the scalars behave as a function of
µ2S for some benchmark parameters. The small range for µ2S and small value for λHΣS in
figure 2 were chosen such that the 166 MeV radiative mass splitting is clearly visible. Note
0
that the convention of using Σ0 to denote the mass eigenstate that consists primarily of
Σ0 leads to a discontinuity in the labelling of the neutral scalar masses and couplings. This
discontinuity in the labelling is clearly visible in figure 2.
mΣ + =

2.4.2

r

Oblique corrections

The singlet and triplet scalars will result in new electroweak radiative corrections, which
are constrained by electroweak precision data. These corrections can be parameterised by
the oblique parameters. The current limits on these parameters are [112]
∆S = S − SSM = −0.01 ± 0.10 ,

(2.7a)

∆T = T − TSM = 0.03 ± 0.12 ,

(2.7b)

∆U = U − USM = 0.02 ± 0.11 .

(2.7c)

Our new particle content will contribute to the T and U parameters via one-loop
diagrams. There is no contribution to the S parameter as we have introduced neither new
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99.0

particles with hypercharge nor new particles that mix with the SM Higgs. The relevant loop
diagrams and resulting loop functions also appear in the minimal SU(2) triplet extension.
This allows us to write our contributions as,
TΣxSM = cos2 θS TΣSM (mΣ0 0 ) + sin2 θS TΣSM (mS 0 ),

(2.8a)

UΣxSM = cos θS UΣSM (mΣ0 0 ) + sin θS UΣSM (mS 0 ),

(2.8b)

2

2

where TΣSM , UΣSM are the leading order one-loop contributions in the minimal triplet extension.1 These functions can be found in refs. [81, 100, 113], and are well approximated by,

(2.9a)
(2.9b)

These corrections can be significant if the λHΣS coupling is large, such that there is a large
mixing angle and triplet-component mass differences (mΣ0 0 − mΣ+ ).
In order to quantify the constraints coming from electroweak precision observables, we
take the same approach used in refs. [18, 33, 43, 51] and define
∆χ2 =

X

Oi,ΣxSM − ∆Oi0



σ2

i,j

−1 
ij



Oj,ΣxSM − ∆Oj0 ,

2
σij
= σi ρij σj ,

(2.10a)
(2.10b)

where Oi ∈ {S, T, U }, ∆Oi0 and σi denote the central values and errors in eqs. (2.7), and
the correlation matrix is [112],
1
0.92 −0.8


ρij =  0.92
1 −0.93  .
−0.8 −0.93 1




(2.11)

We then consider any points with ∆χ2 > 7.82, which corresponds to the 95% C.L. for three
degrees of freedom, to be excluded by electroweak precision observables.
2.4.3

Parameter selection and coupling constraints

Aside from the ordinary SM Higgs couplings, which are fixed by requiring mH = 125 GeV
and vH = 246 GeV, there are eight free scalar potential parameters in eq. (2.1). However,
given that the scalar masses are more phenomenologically relevant, we will instead parameterise our model in terms of the following eight parameters; mS 0 , mΣ0 0 , λΣS , µ2Σ , λHS ,
λΣ , λS and λHΣS . The first five of these parameters fix all of the components of the mass
matrix, eq. (2.3a), and thus uniquely determine µ2S , λHΣ , mΣ± , and θS . However, note that
1

The minimal triplet model with a non-zero triplet VEV and triplet-Higgs mixing will have tree level
and additional one-loop contributions that are not present in our model.
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1
1 (m − mΣ+ )2
,
6π s2W c2W
m2Z
m − mΣ +
UΣSM (m) ≈
.
3πmΣ+
TΣSM (m) ≈

the eight parameters are not entirely independent, as some combinations will be unphysical. This can be seen by noting that mΣ0 0 = mS 0 requires λHΣS = 0, such that a non-zero
selection for λHΣS would be unphysical. Particularly, physical choices must satisfy,
1 2
m2Σ0 0 − m2S 0 ≥ vH
λHΣS .
2

(2.12)

3

Dark matter phenomenology

In the limit where both λΣS and λHΣS are small, such that the singlet-triplet interactions
are not significant, the DM phenomenology of our model will be very similar that of a
minimal singlet or triplet scalar DM model. Thus, we may have to address the same issues
faced by these models, which must somehow be resolved by the introduction of singlettriplet interactions. In particular, if mΣ0 0 < mS 0 , such that the triplet-like neutral scalar
0
Σ0 is the DM candidate, one might expect to encounter the same issues that arise in
minimal triplet scalar DM models:
• The triplet can rapidly annihilate into weak gauge bosons, such that the relic density
of light triplets will only ever be a small fraction of the observed DM density.
• DM direct detection constraints require λHΣ to be small, which generally requires
µ2Σ < 0 and is incompatible with scenarios that feature novel electroweak phase
transitions due to a triplet VEV in the early universe.
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We also require that the scalar potential is bounded from below. In the absence of the
λHΣS coupling, this requirement can be expressed as a simple set of inequalities. However,
with non-zero λHΣS , the full set of conditions are quite complicated. Vacuum stability
conditions are derived in ref. [114] for several different models, including one with two real
scalar singlets and a SM Higgs doublet. The constraints that apply to that model are also
applicable to our model. Additionally, ref. [114] conveniently provides a supplementary
Mathematica notebook that includes the necessary inequalities. Therefore, we will simply
require that our couplings satisfy the relevant inequalities, eq. (61) in ref. [114], but we will
not replicate them here.
We also require that our scalar couplings are perturbative. This requirement is generally more strict than simply requiring the couplings satisfy perturbative unitarity (see, e.g.,
refs. [87, 115, 116]). Given that λHΣ is directly related to mΣ+ via eq. (2.6), the perturbativity bound on λHΣ can be translated into a mass bound for mΣ+ . Therefore, motivated by
the bound in ref. [87], we will ensure λHΣ is perturbative by requiring 0 < µ2Σ < 2002 GeV2
and mΣ+ < 400 GeV. For all other quartic scalar couplings λ, we will simply impose the
requirement that λ < 2.
Note that the presence of the triplet will modify the SM Higgs diphoton decay rate.
This places constraints on mΣ± and λHΣ . Given that this correction has already been
discussed extensively in the literature, and that the correction is generally within three
standard deviations of the measured value, we will not be discussing this constraint in
detail and instead refer readers to refs. [87, 96, 100, 101, 108].

Conversely, if mS 0 < mΣ0 0 , such that the singlet-like neutral scalar S 0 is the DM candidate, one might expect to encounter the same issues that arise in minimal singlet scalar
DM models:
• The singlet annihilates through its coupling with the SM Higgs, and thus requires
λHS to be large enough to avoid an over-density of dark matter.
• Simultaneously, λHS must be small enough to avoid direct detection constraints

The ΣxSM may be capable of addressing some of these issues faced by the correspond0
ing minimal DM models. In the case where Σ0 is the DM candidate, a large neutral scalar
mixing angle may reduce its coupling with the SM Higgs and weak gauge bosons. This
would result in a both a smaller direct detection cross section and a smaller annihilation
rate, and thus also a larger relic density. In the case where S 0 is the DM candidate, the
ΣxSM features two new annihilation channels, S 0 S 0 → Σ0 Σ0 → SM and S 0 S 0 → W + W − .
These annihilation channels can keep the S 0 relic density small without requiring a large
coupling with the SM Higgs.
To quantitatively examine the DM phenomenology of the ΣxSM we use MicrOMEGAS
5.0.8 [117] to evaluate the relic density and direct detection scattering cross section. We use the observed dark matter density as measured by the Planck collaboration [118], ΩDM h2 = 0.12, and compare the cross section obtained by MicrOMEGAS to the
XENON1T [119] 90%-confidence upper bound on the spin-independent scattering cross
section, after scaling to account for the fraction of the density of DM that is made up
of our DM candidate. MicrOMEGAS also provides tools for the examination of indirect
detection constraints arising from tree-level annihilation processes. We found that inclusion of DM indirect detection constraints arising from these annihilation processes did not
lead to any additional constraints. However, MicrOMEGAS does not automatically evaluate
general loop-induced annihilation processes such as S 0 S 0 → h∗ → γγ. This annihilation
into monochromatic photons results in a very clean indirect detection signal. Therefore,
we evaluate the diphoton annihilation cross section using the analytic formulae given in
appendix A and compare this with the current Fermi-LAT limits [120].
We explore the ΣxSM parameter space by performing a random scan of the scalar potential parameters and evaluating the dark matter density and direct detection constraints
for each point. We randomly select dimensionful
parameters from a uniform distribution,
q
2
with masses ranging from 65 to 300 GeV and µΣ ranging from 0 to 200 GeV. We randomly
select the dimensionless quartic scalar couplings from a log-uniform distribution ranging
from 10−4 to 2. Note that the range of parameters does not include the mS 0 , mΣ0 0 < m2H
region, as that region of parameter space requires one to avoid invisible Higgs decay constraints. This places severe constraints on the λHS , λHΣ , and λHΣS couplings. As one
of the motivations for this model is the potential to generate a novel electroweak phase
transition, we are interested in regions of parameter space free of these severe constraints
on the scalar couplings.
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• Satisfying both of these conditions requires mS ∼ mH /2, such that the SS → H
annihilation rate is resonantly enhanced.

Dark Matter Exclusion Scatterplot
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Figure 3. Scatter plots showing the dark matter constraints for a random scan of the parameter
space. Grey points are excluded by electroweak precision observables (EWPO), red points are excluded by DM direct detection (DD) or DM indirect detection (ID), blue points are excluded by a
DM over-density, green points are allowed but result in a DM under-density, and black points are
allowed and approximately yield the correct relic density. As mentioned in the text, the indirect
detection constraints are relatively weak and the red points are primarily excluded by direct detection.

Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of the DM results from the random scan of the parameter
space. Grey points are excluded by electroweak precision observables (discussion in section 2.4.2), red points are excluded by direct or indirect detection, blue points are excluded
by DM overproduction, green points are allowed but result in a DM under-density, and
black points are allowed and approximately yield the correct relic density. For the parameter space considered here, the indirect detection constraints are subdominant. While
several points are excluded by indirect detection, most of these are also excluded by either
direct detection or a DM over-density. Only two points in the scan were excluded solely
by indirect detection constraints. Examination of figure 3 reveals several key features:
1. Points with ∆m < 0 are excluded by DM direct detection unless λHΣS , and thus also
0
θS , are large. This occurs because when ∆m < 0, such that Σ0 is the DM candidate,
0
our requirement that µ2Σ > 0 results in a large λHΣ and large Σ0 direct detection
cross section. However, the constraint can be avoided if the θS mixing angle is large.
0
This allows for cancellation in the Σ0 –H quartic coupling, thus reducing the direct
detection cross-section to acceptable levels.
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(a)

10−5

100

2. The points with ∆m < 0 allowed by direct detection do not reproduce the observed
0
relic density. This occurs because the Σ0 coupling to weak gauge bosons tends
to result in a small relic density. When combined with the previous point, this
0
means that Σ0 cannot satisfy both the direct detection and relic density constraints
when ∆m < 0.

4. When |sin θS | . 0.1, the only points that satisfy all DM requirements are those
with 0 . ∆m . 30 GeV (the thin horizontal strip of black points in figure 3a). As
established in the previous point, obtaining the correct singlet relic density when
0
0
|sin θS | . 0.1 relies on the S 0 S 0 → Σ0 Σ0 → SM annihilation channel. This rate is
kinematically suppressed when the singlet is much lighter than the triplet. Therefore,
in order for this annihilation rate to be sufficiently large, ∆m = mΣ0 0 − mS 0 cannot
be too large. The precise value of the upper limit on ∆m depends on the maximum
value of λΣS (we take |λΣS | ≤ 2).
5. Conversely, if |sin θS | & 0.1, then the DM requirements can also be satisfied by a
large ∆m. This occurs because when θS is large, then the S 0 can annihilate into
weak gauge bosons. This annihilation rate is not sensitive to ∆m. In particular,
when |sin θS | ∼ 0.1, the S 0 can yield the correct relic density without relying on other
annihilation channels.
From these observations we conclude that in order for the ΣxSM to provide a viable
dark matter candidate, the scalar parameters generally fall into one of two categories:
(a) λΣS > 0.1 and 0 < ∆m < 30 GeV.
(b) |sin θS | & 0.1, λHΣS & 0.1, and ∆m > 0.
Aside from the requirements on ∆m, the DM requirements can be satisfied by a wide
range of scalar masses. To illustrate this, we select two sets of benchmark scalar couplings
and show the mass dependence of the DM relic density and DM constraints in figures 4
and 5, respectively.
The benchmark couplings used in figures 4a and 5a correspond to the first category,
where the correct relic density can only be obtained when 0 < ∆m . 30 GeV, or when
2

Except for the region where there is a resonance mS 0 ∼ mH /2 as discussed below.
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3. The DM requirements are only satisfied when either |λΣS | & 0.1 or |sin θS | & 0.01
(see black points in figure 3c). This occurs as the singlet tends to produce an
over-density of dark matter, and in order to have the correct relic density it needs
a sufficiently large annihilation cross-section. It cannot obtain this through couplings with the SM Higgs,2 as this would be in tension with direct detection constraints. Therefore it must annihilate either through its couplings with the triplet
0
0
λΣS (S 0 S 0 → Σ0 Σ0 → SM), or through its coupling to the weak gauge bosons, which
it acquires through its mixing with the triplet, ∝ sin θS . Therefore at least one of
λΣS and θS must be large.
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Figure 4. The log of the dark matter relic density normalised to the observed, as a function of
the masses of the two mS 0 and mΣ0 0 for two sets of benchmark scalar couplings. Both λΣ and λS
have negligible impact on dark matter phenomenology and were set to 0.01. Red regions indicate
a DM over-density, while blue regions indicate an under-density. The solid black line is the relic
density contour corresponding to the observed relic density. The grey region along mΣ0 0 = mS 0
corresponds to the unphysical region excluded by eq. (2.12).

mS 0 . m2H . As mentioned previously, this latter region is strongly constrained by invisible
Higgs decays and was omitted the from random scan. The benchmark scalar couplings
used in figures 4b and 5b correspond to the second category, where the large neutral scalar
large mixing angle allows the correct relic density to be obtained even when ∆m is large.
Once again, the region with mS 0 . m2H can yield the correct relic density, though in this
case the phenomenology of this region is more complex due to the presence of a large scalar
mixing angle. In particular, the S 0 –H quartic coupling, which is given by
λHS cos2 θS − λHΣS cos θS sin θS + λHΣ sin2 θS ,

(3.1)

can be equal to zero for some values of θS . While this can eliminate the invisible Higgs
decay constraint, it also results in an over-density of DM, such that these cancellations can
be clearly seen in figure 4b near (mS 0 , mΣ0 0 ) = (60 GeV, 150 GeV) and (60 GeV, 230 GeV).
Furthermore, this region of parameter space is nearly excluded by indirect detection constraints. Therefore, we will continue to focus on parameter space with mS 0 > m2H .
We have shown that the ΣxSM is capable of satisfying DM direct detection constraints
while generating the observed DM density for a wide range of scalar couplings and masses.
However, as discussed in section 1, pure SU(2) triplet scalar extensions face severe constraints due to collider searches, with a large portion of the triplet masses considered here
excluded in minimal triplet extensions. Therefore, in the next section we will examine the
collider phenomenology of the ΣxSM.
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Figure 5. The region of parameter space consistent with the current direct and indirect detection
limits as a function of the masses of the two neutral scalars for two sets of benchmark scalar
couplings. Both λΣ and λS have negligible impact on dark matter phenomenology and were set
to 0.01. The green region is allowed by direct detection constraints, the red region is excluded by
indirect detection, and the black line gives the contour that yields the correct DM density. The grey
region along mΣ0 0 = mS 0 corresponds to the unphysical region excluded by eq. (2.12). Electroweak
precision observables are not constraining in these regions of parameter space.

4

Collider phenomenology

The main collider signatures of this model can be summarised as follows:
• The new scalars are produced in pairs, primarily through charged and neutral current
Drell-Yan processes.
• They decay via their couplings with other scalars and weak gauge bosons, producing
lighter scalars and on- or off-shell SM Higgs and weak gauge bosons.
• Due to the Z2 symmetry, the pair production of the new scalar will always result in
a final state with at least two stable neutral scalars.3
• Therefore, pair production events will always result in large missing energy alongside
decay products from the on- or off-shell SM Higgs and weak gauge bosons.
There are several collider searches that are applicable to such signal events. Many of
these are supersymmetry searches looking for charginos and neutralinos, with a stable
lightest neutralino. This is a consequence of the fact that the production and decay of
0
Σ+ Σ− , Σ± Σ0 , and Σ± S 0 pairs is analogous to the production and decay of chargino and
neutralino pairs, with large missing energy due to a stable neutralino.
3

The Σ± is never stable due to the radiative mass splitting of the triplet components.
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Figure 6. Leading order production cross sections of Σ± Σ0 (solid blue line) and Σ+ Σ− (dashed
green line) pairs. Note that for this plot the scalar mixing angle was set to zero, such that the
0
Σ± S 0 production cross section is zero. For comparison, we also show the χ±
1 χ2 (dotted red line)
+ −
and χ1 χ1 (dash-dotted orange line) production cross sections. The x-axis corresponds to the mass
of the pair produced particles, with mχ± = mχ02 and mS 0 = mΣ± . The scalar cross sections were
1
calculated using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 2.6.5 f [121], and the supersymmetric cross sections obtained
using Prospino 2.1 [122].

However, there are some notable differences between the scalars and the chargino/neutralinos, such that the constrains obtained in these SUSY searches are not directly
applicable:
• The production cross section of the charginos/neutralinos is larger than our scalar
production cross section by a factor of 10–20, resulting in significantly weaker constraints.4 The leading order production cross sections are shown in figure 6,
• The kinematic distributions are slightly different. The scalars are produced with a
harder pt spectrum, which generally leads to more stringent bounds.
• The neutralinos can decay via an (off-shell) Z boson. However, there is no analo0
gous Σ0 → S 0 Z (∗) decay. This is due to the fact that the neutral component of a
hypercharge-zero triplet does not couple to the Z.
The first point, is not an obstacle to the applicability of chargino/neutralino searches, the
cross section limits would still apply and would simply lead to less severe limits on the
masses. The effect of the second point is difficult to address without using Monte Carlo
event generators and re-implementing each of the relevant analyses. The third point is
more problematic, as it directly affects the search strategies of the analyses looking for
charginos/neutralinos. In order to address the applicability of these chargino/neutralino
searches we now discuss the decays of the scalars in more detail.
4

This difference is mainly due to kinematic differences between fermions and scalars. For example, the
top quark production cross section is similarly larger than that of an equal mass stop.
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10−4

4.1

Decays

0

• There is kinematic suppression of the Σ0 → S 0 h∗ → S 0 bb̄ channel for small ∆m.
0

∗

• The Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ partial width and branching ratios are large for small ∆m.
To explain this latter feature, note that this decay can only take place when mΣ0 0 > mΣ± .
This mass hierarchy is contrary to what is seen in minimal triplet scalar models, where
a radiatively induced mass splitting always leads to mΣ0 0 < mΣ± . As is discussed in
section 2.4.1 and illustrated in figure 2, mΣ0 0 > mΣ± only occurs in our model when
the neutral scalar mixing raises the mass of the mΣ0 0 and overcomes this radiative mass
splitting. The effect of the scalar mixing is such that mΣ0 0 −mΣ± is maximised when |∆m| is
0
∗
minimised. Therefore, the Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ partial width in figure 7b is also maximised when
0
∆m is minimised. This contrasts with the Σ0 → S 0 h∗ partial widths, which increase with
0
larger ∆m. These competing effects result in the Σ0 lifetime featuring a local maximum
that can be seen in figure 7c. For this particular set of scalar couplings, the lifetime can be
as large as cτ ≈ 0.2 mm. Given that both of the neutral scalars are stable when λHΣS = 0,
the lifetime can be made arbitrarily large by simply decreasing λHΣS .
Once again comparing the decays to supersymmetric searches, we find that when the
0
∆m > mH , such that Σ0 decays can produce an on-shell SM Higgs, there exist collider
searches that have analogous decays for neutralinos. For example, refs. [124, 125] map
neatly onto our model. Unfortunately the searches relevant to small mass differences,
refs. [126, 127], have the neutralino decay through an off-shell Z, not an off-shell SM
Higgs. While searches using the Z ∗ → bb̄ or τ + τ − decay processes could easily be applied
to our model, the relevant decays instead use Z ∗ → `+ `− . Therefore interpreting these
results will not be as straightforward.
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Motivated by the dark matter phenomenology discussed in section 3, we will focus purely
on the parameter space where ∆m > 0. Therefore, the S 0 is always stable, as it is the
lightest particle charged under our Z2 symmetry. The Σ+ can then decay in two ways, via
0
(∗)
(∗)
Σ+ → W + S 0 or Σ+ → W + Σ0 . The former decay is suppressed by the neutral scalar
mixing angle, while the latter is only kinematically allowed due to the small radiatively
induced mass splitting, mΣ+ − mΣ0 0 . 166 MeV. For most of the parameter space, the
kinematic suppression is stronger than the mixing angle suppression, such that Σ± almost
(∗)
always decays into W + S 0 . As a consequence of there only being one decay channel,
the branching ratios of the Σ+ decays are not sensitive to the scalar coupling parameters.
However, they still determine the Σ+ lifetime. Fortunately the relevant SUSY searches
+ (∗) χ0 ). Therefore, except for some differences
feature analogous chargino decays (χ+
1
1 →W
in the kinematic distributions due to the fermionic nature of charginos, the upper bound on
the production cross section from searches featuring only charginos are directly applicable
to Σ+ .
0
The decays of the triplet-like neutral scalar Σ0 are more complicated. If ∆m & 10 GeV,
they will predominantly decay into a S 0 and an (off-shell) SM Higgs. However, for smaller
0
∗
∆m, they may instead decay via Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ . Figure 7 shows how the branching
0
ratios and lifetimes of Σ0 and Σ+ vary as a function of ∆m, for a set of benchmark scalar
couplings. The widths were evaluated at leading order using the MadWidth [123] component
of MadGraph. Two key features can be seen in figures 7a and 7b:

Σ decays with mΣ± = 150 GeV and λHΣS = 0.05
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Figure 7. Plots show the branching ratios (a) and partial widths (b) of Σ0 decays, along with the
0
lifetimes of the Σ0 (c) and Σ+ (d). The branching ratios of the Σ+ decays are not shown as they
do not change significantly as a function of ∆m. The solid grey area indicates the unphysical region
excluded by eq. (2.12). All scalar couplings were held constant, and ∆m was varied by changing
only µ2S .

4.2

Collider searches

Obtaining precise collider limits requires generating events for a given model, applying the
analyses performed in relevant collider searches, and comparing the predicted number of
events with those observed by the relevant searches. Fortunately, there exist useful tools,
such as CheckMATE [128], that implement existing collider searches and make it straightforward to recast their results onto new models. Unfortunately, the searches most relevant to
our model, particularly refs. [124–127, 129], have not yet been implemented in these tools.5
Implementation of all of these analyses requires a considerable amount of work, with some
analyses featuring up to 58 signal regions. For the sake of this initial investigation, we will
limit the scope of our collider phenomenology to re-scaling the bounds on charginos and
neutralinos obtained by these analyses and leave a more thorough investigation as potential
future work.
5

Some older and superseded searches are implemented by these tools, but in a preliminary scan they
were not able exclude any parameter space with mΣ0 0 , mΣ+ > 100 GeV.
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Branching Fraction

0

Σ0 branching ratios

As discussed in the previous section, the dark matter direct detection constraints,
together with the requirement that our dark matter candidate constitutes the whole relic
density, imply that either the neutral scalar mass difference is small, 0 < ∆m . 40 GeV,
or there is a large Higgs coupling λHΣS & 0.5 and mixing angle |sin θS | & 0.3. The
two parameter space possibilities are constrained by different collider searches and will be
discussed separately with reference to relevant chargino and neutralino searches.
4.2.1

Small mass difference, ∆m < 50 GeV

6

This branching ratio is maximised when the masses and λHΣS
0
0
∗
Br(Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ ) = 0 and Br(Σ0 → S 0 τ + τ − ) ∼ 30%.
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Searching for charginos and neutralinos with compressed mass spectra, mass difference less
than ∼ 50 GeV, is notoriously difficult. The main challenge boils down to the fact that
the visible decay products have low energies due to the limited energy budget, even when
boosted by initial-state radiation jets. Both the CMS [127] and ATLAS [126] collaborations have undertaken searches for this type of supersymmetric spectrum, using 36 fb−1
and 140 fb−1 of data respectively, with the more recent ATLAS search setting more stringent bounds.
The problem of low-energy visible particles also holds for our scalars. However, we have
the added complication that existing searches use the χ02 → χ01 Z ∗ → χ01 `+ `− decay channel.
0
Our best analogue is the Σ0 → S 0 h∗ → S 0 τ + τ − channel with both of the taus decaying
leptonically into a same-flavor opposite-charge light lepton pair. The total branching ratio
for this process can be as large as ∼ 2%.6 This is smaller than the branching ratio for
off-shell Z decays into electrons or muons, which ranges from 7% to 10% [126].
Additionally, relying on the leptonic tau decays to produce light leptons further reduces
0
the energy of the light leptons, due to some of the Σ0 decay energy budget going into the
neutrinos produced in the tau decay. Thus, ignoring all other factors, we would expect
weaker limits on the production cross section. This is slightly offset by the fact that the
scalar pT spectrum has a slightly larger high energy tail than the charginos and neutralinos
do. However given that most of this energy is taken away by the S 0 it is likely that the net
result is that the model is more difficult to probe.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the τ pair and light lepton-pair invariant masses in
the scalar model, obtained using MadGraph, Pythia [130], and MadAnalysis [131]. This
figure is analogous to figure 2 in ref. [126]. Note that our mτ τ closely corresponds to
the m`` spectrum computed in ref. [126] for the wino-bino scenario with mχ0 × mχ0 > 0.
2
1
However, our actual m`` spectrum, where the light leptons arise from leptonic tau decays,
is skewed towards smaller values due to energy taken away by the neutrinos. The effect
for this analysis may be that scalars with a given mass difference should be compared to
charginos and neutralinos with some smaller mass difference due to the higher proportion
of low m`` events. While this may require us to modify the production cross section limits
as a function of ∆m, this should not result in a larger maximal mass reach.
0
∗
∗
∗
As is discussed in section 4.1, the Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ → S 0 W ± W ∓ decay channel branching fraction can be large when ∆m . 10 GeV. This decay can also produce two oppositesign same-flavour leptons and contribute signal events. However, as the branching ratio for
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Figure 8. Normalised spectrum of tau pair (solid blue line) and light lepton pair (dashed red line)
invariant masses, where the light leptons are the products of leptonic tau decays. This figure is
analogous to figure 2 in ref. [126], however our m`` spectrum is skewed towards smaller energies.
0

this decay increases, the Σ0 → S 0 τ + τ − branching ratio decreases. The result is that the
total branching ratio to produce opposite-sign same-flavour lepton pairs remains below 7%.
Furthermore, this channel faces the same challenge of losing some of its limited energy budget to neutrinos. This is compounded by the fact that an appreciable branching fraction
necessarily requires ∆m to be very small. The resulting visible lepton energy spectra are
thus shifted towards energies in a manner similar to those arising from leptonic tau decays.
If we ignore the differences in the visible particle pT spectra, then in principle one
could use the 95% confidence upper bounds on chargino production reported in ref. [126]
to approximate the constraints on our new scalars. Given that our branching fraction to
produce the necessary lepton pairs is always smaller than for charginos and neutralinos,
we can get conservative constraints by simply using our scalar production cross sections
as shown in figure 6.7 We find that none of the upper limits on the chargino-neutralino
production cross section that are provided by the ATLAS analysis [132, 133] are capable of excluding the scalars. Given that we do not expect the visible particle pT spectrum differences to increase the mass reach of this analysis, we are confident in saying
that the compressed mass spectrum searches do not currently constrain this model when
mΣ0 0 > 100 GeV.
4.2.2

Large mass difference, ∆m > mH

When the neutralino mass difference is large, an on-shell SM Higgs boson can be produced
in the decay of neutralinos. Both the CMS [124] and ATLAS [125] collaborations have
searches looking for this type of decay using 36 fb−1 of data. There are also some more
7

Note that whenever the scalar mixing angle is large, the production cross section will be even smaller.
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Events (normalised to 1)

mτ τ and m`` Spectra for
mΣ0 0 = 100 GeV and mS 0 = 60 GeV

4.2.3

Intermediate mass difference, 50 GeV < ∆m < mH

When ∆m > 50 GeV, compressed mass spectra searches become insensitive due to cuts that
are designed for low-energy visible particles. However, the large mass-difference searches
with an on-shell SM Higgs only apply when ∆m > mH . For weak-scale mass differences,
the chargino and neutralino searches generally focus on χ02 → Z (∗) χ01 [135]. If the neutralino
mass difference is larger than mZ , then these searches generally involve reconstructing an
on-shell Z. Therefore, these searches are not applicable to our model due to the lack of a
0
Σ0 → ZS 0 decay. If the Z is off-shell, we can use the same approach as in section 4.2.1.
0
That is, we could once again use the Σ0 → S 0 h∗ → S 0 τ τ decay to the generate a reduced
number signal events, but the result will be similarly unconstraining.
One type of analysis we have not yet discussed is a search for chargino pair production,
−
0 0
+
−
+ −
which looks for pp → χ+
1 χ1 → χ1 χ1 W W . This is directly analogous to Σ Σ pair
production, and therefore such searches could conceivably constrain the scalars when ∆m >
mW . In particular, there is a recent ATLAS search looking for this type of signal using
140 fb−1 of data [136], which provides upper limits on the chargino pair production cross
section [137]. However, once again, interpretation of this data in terms of the Σ+ Σ− pair
production cross section results in no limits on the charged triplets.
4.3

Alternative searches and future prospects

In addition to the SUSY searches outlined above, there are several other methods that could
be employed to search for the ΣxSM. One such method would be to search for displaced
vertices. Displaced vertices are the result of a long lived particle that travels a significant
distance from the main interaction vertex before decaying. As mentioned in section 4.1, the
0
lifetime of the Σ0 can be made arbitrarily large by making λHΣS arbitrarily small. Thus,
in principle, there are regions of parameter space that would generate displaced vertices.
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recent searches looking for diphoton signals in χ02 → χ01 h → χ01 γγ, with a 77.5 fb−1 CMS
search [129] and a 140 fb−1 ATLAS search [134].
Fortunately, unlike the compressed mass spectra searches, these types of searches are
more directly analogous to the decay processes that are present in our scalar model. Repeat0
ing what was done in the previous section and simply directly using the Σ± Σ0 production
cross section shown in figure 6, we find that none of the upper-limits provided by these
searches exclude our Type-IV ΣxSM. The exclusion boundary lies below the mass ranges
considered by ATLAS and CMS. Furthermore, the production cross section in figure 6
is for θS = 0, which maximises the number of signal events. Given that DM constraints
require |sin θS & 0.3 for ∆m & 40 GeV, the actual production cross section for signal events
is even smaller.
The more recent χ02 → χ01 h → χ01 γγ searches, refs. [129, 134], are similarly insensitive.
They are only able to exclude neutralinos with χ01 . 100 GeV, and have no sensitivity to
scalars with mS 0 ∼ 100–300 GeV. It should be noted that diphoton signal regions were
included in the 36 fb−1 ATLAS and CMS searches. However, compared to signal regions
with H → bb̄, they were relatively insensitive. Upcoming H → bb̄ searches with the full
Run 2 data set may place stronger constraints on our scalars.

5

Conclusion

We have shown that, by introducing a scalar singlet, one is able to relax the collider
constraints on minimal SU(2) triplet scalar extensions of the SM. Furthermore, such a
model is capable of generating the correct relic density. We have only examined one
type of such a model, where both the triplet and singlet scalars are charged under a single
Z2 symmetry. There exist several other variants depending on how Z2 charges are assigned.
Examination of these models, or a more robust examination of the collider phenomenology
of this model are potential avenues of further investigation.
This paper focused solely on the collider and dark matter phenomenology, but was
motivated by the prospect of novel electroweak phase transitions. The relaxation of collider constraints, combined with the new interactions with the scalar singlet, opens greater
parameter space for such transitions. However, if one requires these new scalars to constitute all of the dark matter density we must impose new constraints, namely that either
mΣ0 0 − mS 0 ∼ 10 to 30 GeV, or λHΣS & 0.5. The natural next step is a detailed examination of the phase transition dynamics to establish if a novel phase transition can indeed be
obtained in some region of this enlarged parameter space.
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However, the low energy of the visible decay products, which is due to the small ∆m, poses
a major challenge. Existing displaced vertex searches generally place minimum pT cuts
0
that would eliminate any signal events generated by a long lived Σ0 .
Another method of improving the discoverability of the ΣxSM would be to eliminate
the sub-optimal reliance on chargino and neutralino based searches. In particular, for the
compressed mass spectrum scenario, the fact that existing searches generally look for light
lepton pairs coming from an off-shell Z ∗ decay, means they are ill suited to our model,
which relies on h∗ decay products. More suitable searches may instead target pairs of
low energy b jets, hadronically decaying taus, or taus decaying leptonically into different
0
∗
lepton flavours. The Σ0 → Σ± W ∓ decay, which also has no neutralino analogue, may also
0
∗
∗
∗
allow for alternative searches using Σ± Σ0 → S 0 S 0 W ± W ± W ∓ events. However, as was
mentioned before, this decay channel is only present when the mass splitting is very small.
Also note that a more thorough analysis that relies on this branching ratio at small mass
splittings likely requires a more precise treatment of the radiative mass splitting than the
approximation we made in section 2.4.1. This reliance on chargino and neutralino oriented
searches also applies to the intermediate mass difference scenario.
However, even with searches optimised to look for this particular model, the constraints
on these scalars will never be quite as strong as those that apply to charginos and neutralinos. This is simply due to the fact that the chargino and neutralino production cross
section are roughly a factor of 10–20 larger than the triplet-scalar production cross section. Therefore, constraints on the scalars with 140 fb−1 of data available are comparable
to those that would be obtained in chargino and neutralino searches using . 14 fb−1 of
data. Given that current chargino and neutralino searches are only just starting to probe
neutralino masses around 100–200 GeV, the parameter space considered when discussing
the dark matter phenomenology in section 3 will likely only begin to be thoroughly probed
by analyses using at least 1000 fb−1 of data.

A

Loop induced annihilation into monochromatic photons

Our dark matter can annihilate into two photons via an off-shell intermediate Higgs boson. This annihilation process has been studied previously in both minimal triplet [96]
and minimal singlet [138, 139] scalar DM models. The cross section for annihilation into
monochromatic photons is given by [96, 138, 139],
Γh∗ →γγ (s)
λ2
σ(XX → h∗ → γγ) = q HX
2 2
2 2 ,
s − 4m2X (s − mH ) + mH Γh

(A.1)

λHS 0 = λHS cos2 (θS ) − 2λHΣS cos(θS ) sin(θS ) + λHΣ sin2 (θS ) ,

(A.2a)

λHΣ0 0 = λHΣ cos2 (θS ) + 2λHΣS cos(θS ) sin(θS ) + λHS sin2 (θS ) .

(A.2b)

The off-shell Higgs diphoton rate is given by,
Γh∗ →γγ (s) =

α2 s3/2 4
s
A1/2
2
3
4mt
256π vH 3






+ A1

s
4mw

2vH λHΣ mW
s
+
A0
2
4mΣ+
gmΣ+




(A.3)

 2

,

with the loop functions,
A0 (x) = −(x − f (x))x−2 ,

(A.4a)

A1/2 (x) = 2(x + (x − 1)f (x))x−2 ,

(A.4b)

A1 (x) = −(3x + 2x2 + 3(2x − 1)f (x))x−2 ,

√
arcsin2 ( x)


√
f (x) =
− 1 ln 1+√1−x−1 − iπ 2
−1
4
1− 1−x

x≤1
x>1

(A.4c)
.

(A.4d)

If we set θS = 0 and make the triplet very heavy, our diphoton annihilation rates are
consistent with the minimal singlet scalar DM annihilation rates in refs. [138] and [139].
In order to get our Fermi-LAT constraint we then evaluate σv in the zero-velocity limit
(s → 4m2X ). If our model results in a DM under-density, such that it only contributes a
fraction of the DM density, we scale the annihilation rate by
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0

where X is either Σ0 or S 0 , and
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